
Question 2019-20 Lunch RFP 

 

1. Attachment C – What information would you like us to submit? 

We would want to see evidence that you have qualified Nutrition Staff that would be responsible for 

menu planning and meeting NSLP guidelines pertaining to reimbursable meals. 

2. If financial statements that are audited by a certified public accountant are not available would 

unaudited balance sheets as well as Profit and Loss statements for the last three years 

acceptable? 

If financial statements have not been audited please provide your unaudited financial statements. 

3. Is it required to use chart on “Attachment G:fee proposal” to demonstrate the cost breakdown, 

or are we able to make our own chart? 

If you would like to submit your own spreadsheet that is fine, as long as it contains all of the necessary 

information. 

4. How many annual meals are “Free and Reduced” Lunches? How many meals are full priced 

lunches? 

We serve approximately 27,000 free and reduced lunches and 89,000 full price lunches per school year. 

5. Does MVSD currently accept and use commodities? Does MVSD intend to accept and use 

commodities next year? 

MVSD does not currently accept and use commodities and we do not to intend to do so in the 2019-20 

school year. 

6. As part of the proposal will MVSD require the FSMC to place staff for work in the school district 

(e.g. food service workers and/or lunch servers)? 

MVSD will not ask the FSMC to place staff to work at our school sites. MVSD will be responsible for 

serving meals. 

7.  Does MVSD expect the FSMC to provide an online ordering platform for parents?  

MVSD expects the FSMC to provide an online ordering platform for parents. 

8. Does MVSD expect the FSMC’s fee proposal to include licensing costs for the POS and all 

associated systems? 

MVSD expects to see the licensing costs for the POS and all associated systems to the best of the FSMC’s 

ability. 



9. Does MVSD have its own merchant account for payment processing? 

MVSD currently has its own merchant account for payment processing but would prefer to have this 

become the responsibility of the FSMC. 

10. Does MVSD expect the FSMC’s fee proposal to include credit card processing fees? 

If the FSMC could be responsible for payment processing than the associated costs should be included in 

the proposal. 


